Work Health and Safety Act
Information for:
• Officers

• Workers
• Managers and Supervisors
• Creation of Health and Safety Committees
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New Legislation
• Harmonised health and safety legislation is planned
to be introduced to Western Australia as the Work
Health and Safety Act.

• Model Codes of Practice are currently available and
others are being developed.
• The University is required to have adequate systems,
structures, processes, procedures and reporting to
comply with the health and safety laws.
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Keeping track of changes
• How can we relate UWA safety procedures
and guidance to legislative requirements?
• How can we keep up-to-date with changing
legislation?
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UWA Safety Risk Register
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Example - Chemicals
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Accountability and Responsibility
• OFFICERS - The University Executive (which includes
Deans). Other persons may also be determined to be
Officers, this will need to be established through Case
law. Officers will be required to demonstrate ‘due
diligence’

• WORKERS - All persons carrying out work in any
capacity for the University. Workers will be required to
take ‘reasonable care’.
employees
general line managers
contractors
subcontractors
apprentices
those on work experience
post-grad students
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labour hire workers
trainees
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Officers
Due diligence defines the requirement to:
• Have a current knowledge of work health and safety matters
• Understand the nature of the operations of the business and
generally of the hazards and risks associated with it
• Ensure that the business uses appropriate resources and
processes to control or eliminate hazards
• Ensure that the business has appropriate processes for
receiving and responding to information regarding incidents,
hazards and risks in a timely way
• Have in place monitoring systems to verifying continued
compliance with the obligations of the business
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Officers
Due diligence includes the ability to demonstrate:
 Knowledge of and compliance with the Act, Regulations, codes
of practice and relevant standards
 Undertaking of risk assessment and appropriate allocation of
resources
 Provision of information, instruction, training and supervision
aligned to risk assessment outcomes

 That resources are allocated to implement, measure, assess
and improve work health and safety performance
 Effective consultation and cooperation with stakeholders and
elected Health and Safety Representatives
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Officers
Other strategies to meet legal obligations include:
• Establish formal top down and bottom up reporting framework

• Know what to report and who to report to (i.e. WHS breaches,
WorkSafe Notices, injuries, workers’ compensation and legal actions)

• Establish proactive and retrospective performance indicators

• Establish and implement a formal planning framework
(i.e. compliance reporting, responsibility, strategies and actions aligned to
performance indicators)

• Implement self-assessment, internal audit and external audit
programs
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Workers
Have a ‘duty of care’ which requires them to:
• Take ‘reasonable care’ of their own health and safety at work
• Take reasonable care that their own acts and omissions do not
adversely affect the health and safety of other people at work

• Comply, so far as is reasonably practical, with instruction in
WHS policies, procedures and other directives
Reasonable care is an objective test:
The courts look at what a reasonable person would have done in the
circumstances of the worker, rather than looking at the subjective situation of
the worker
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Duty of Care - Interdependence
Nature of the
activity

Duties associated
with the activity

Relevant Standard

Operation of the business or
undertaking

Primary Duty of Care
Person conducting
business or undertaking
Specific classes of duty
holders

Reasonably practicable

Organisational decision
making and governance

Officers’ Duty of Care

Due diligence

Work activities (including
supervision )

Workers’ Duty of Care

Reasonable care

Circumstantial attendance at
the workplace ( i.e. visitors)

Duty of Care of Others
( i.e. at a workplace )

Reasonable care
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Managers and Supervisors are required to ensure
that for workers under their control:
• WHS policies and procedures are implemented
• Adequate information, instruction, training and supervision is
provided

• All are made aware of their responsibilities to work and act safely
• Health and safety systems implementation occurs including
inductions, risk assessments, inspections, reporting, hazard / near
miss / incident investigations and completion of follow up actions
• Effective consultation occurs, including with Health and Safety
Representatives
• Health & Safety issues beyond their control are escalated
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Penalties Available
Regulator and/or Magistrate:
• Prosecution (fines, imprisonment, convictions)

• Enforceable undertakings (Model WHS Act, Part 11)
• Other sentencing options - remedial orders; adverse
publicity orders; training orders; injunctions; community
service orders and corporate probation.

WorkSafe Inspectors:
• Improvement notices
• Prohibition notices
• Non-disturbance notices

• Infringement notices (on the spot fines)
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Maximum Penalties
Categories based on degree of ‘culpability’ and risk/degree of harm:
Corporations: $3m

Category 1

Officers: $600k / 5 years jail
Workers: $300k / 5 years jail

Corporations: $1.5m

Category 2

Officers: $300k
Workers: $150k

Corporations: $500k

Category 3

Officers: $100k
Workers: $50k
Acknowledgment: Norton Rose
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Categories of Penalties
Category 1 - for reckless conduct that exposes an individual to a risk of
death or serious injury or illness and is engaged in without reasonable
excuse,

Category 2 - failure to comply with a health and safety duty and exposing
an individual to a risk of death or serious injury or illness, and

Category 3 - failure to comply with a health and safety duty.
Maximum penalties are set according to the category of offence committed and the
type of duty holder (i.e. individual, officer or body corporate) convicted of the offence.
No reverse onus - Prosecutors must prove all matters relating to non-compliance
with duties of care, including whether the person conducting the business or
undertaking failed to do what was ‘reasonably practicable’ to ensure the health and
safety of workers (and, in relation to category 1 offences, whether the reckless
conduct was engaged in without reasonable excuse).
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WA Adoption of WHS Harmonisation
Western Australia is expected to adopt all of the provisions of the
model WHS Act and Regulations apart from 4 areas that it does not
agree with since it considers these do not deliver direct
improvements in safety outcomes in workplaces:
•

Penalty levels

•

Union right of entry

•

Health and safety representatives’ capacity to direct the cessation of work

•

Reverse onus of proof in discrimination matters
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Establishing local health and safety committees

<<< link

• Membership of such a committee greatly assists Officers and senior managers because
meetings minutes record their involvement in management of health and safety in their
workplaces.
• The committee can be used to coordinate many of the implementation activities which
workplaces are required to undertake such as the health and safety manual, workplace
policy statement and monitoring processes.

• Creation of Faculty and School committees creates an efficient conduit for reporting,
communication and information between Schools, Faculties and the central University
Safety Committee.
• Representation of workers is achieved by inclusion of Health and Safety Representatives.
• A Health and Safety Representative or five or more workers
may request the creation of a health and safety committee
to which the workplace must respond by establishing the
committee within two months of the request.
• The workplace may establish a Health and Safety
Committee at any time on their own initiative.
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Pro-forma Health and Safety Manual
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Workplace Monitoring

<<< link

• Workplace checklists
- reports outcomes to Supervisors
• UWA Audit Program
- reports outcomes to Head of School or equivalent
• UWA Safety Compliance Monitoring TRAFFIC LIGHT SYSTEM
- reports outcomes to the University Executive
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Typical H&S Committee hierarchy and actions to
promote the UWA Safe System of Work <<< link
University Safety Committee
Advisory body to VC who reports to the Senate

Chairperson: DEAN or DIRECTOR

FACULTY / DIVISION HEALTH AND SAFETY COMMITTEE
MEMBERSHIP TO INCLUDE MANAGEMENT AND WORKER REPRESENTATION FROM EACH SCHOOL / UNIT

Chairperson: Head of School or Unit

Chairperson: Head of School or Unit

Chairperson: Head of School or Unit

School / Unit A
Workplace Health and
Safety Committee

School / Unit B
Workplace Health and
Safety Committee

School / Unit C
Workplace Health and
Safety Committee

MEMBERSHIP TO INCLUDE SUPERVISORY AND WORKER REPRESENTATION FROM EACH WORKPLACE

Workplace
Workplace
Workplace
Workplace
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KEY ACTIONS OF SAFETY COMMITTEES TO PROMOTE THE
UWA SAFE SYSTEM OF WORK:
Maintain a local safety risk register based on subset of the central UWA Safety Risk Register.
Measure the degree of workplace compliance as the base line for future comparison using
workplace inspections and/or self-auditing. Also participate in the UWA Internal Audit Program.

Assess training needs and strategy to implement the UWA Safe System of Work to achieve
legal compliance.
Preside over and endorse the Local Rules section of the Health and Safety Manual for your
workplace.

Feedback new items added to local safety risk register via email to UWA Safety and Health.
Coordinate development of Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) for hazardous equipment.
Ensures that records of worker competency are maintained and available.
Use monitoring findings to develop strategies for continual health and safety improvement
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